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Abstract
We consider two integrable deformations of 2d sigma models on supercosets associated with AdSn × Sn. 
The first, the “η-deformation” (based on the Yang–Baxter sigma model), is a one-parameter generalization 
of the standard superstring action on AdSn × Sn, while the second, the “λ-deformation” (based on the 
deformed gauged WZW model), is a generalization of the non-abelian T-dual of the AdSn ×Sn superstring. 
We show that the η-deformed model may be obtained from the λ-deformed one by a special scaling limit and 
analytic continuation in coordinates combined with a particular identification of the parameters of the two 
models. The relation between the couplings and deformation parameters is consistent with the interpretation 
of the first model as a real quantum deformation and the second as a root of unity quantum deformation. 
For the AdS2 × S2 case we then explore the effect of this limit on the supergravity background associated 
with the λ-deformed model. We also suggest that the two models may form a dual Poisson–Lie pair and 
provide direct evidence for this in the case of the integrable deformations of the coset associated with S2.
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Recently there has been significant interest in two special integrable models that are closely 
associated with the superstring sigma model on AdSn × Sn. First, in [1] a particular integrable 
deformation of the AdS5 × S5 supercoset model was considered, generalizing the bosonic Yang–
Baxter sigma model of [2–4]. Second, in [5,6] (generalizing the bosonic model of [7]) an 
integrable model based on the Fˆ /Fˆ gauged WZW model was constructed, which is also closely 
associated with the AdS5 × S5 supercoset. The latter model may be interpreted as an integrable 
deformation of the non-abelian T-dual of the AdS5 × S5 supercoset action.
We shall simply refer to the first model as the “η-model” and to the second as the “λ-model”. 
As they contain, as special points, the original F/G coset model and its non-abelian T-dual 
model respectively, one may suspect that they are related by some sort of duality provided one 
properly identifies their parameters. Indeed, we shall provide evidence (in the simplest 2d target 
space case) that they are such a pair of Poisson–Lie dual models [8–12] hence representing the 
two “faces” of a single interpolating or “double” theory.
At the same time, it turns out there is also another, more surprising, relation: the η-model can 
be obtained directly from the λ-model as a special limit (combined with an analytic continua-
tion), which in some sense cuts off the asymptotically flat region.2 The special point  = i of 
the η-model is a pp-wave background [13] that for low-dimensional examples is equivalent in 
the light-cone gauge to the Pohlmeyer-reduced (PR) model for the coset theory. This provides 
therefore a direct link between the special limit of the λ-model and the PR model (conjectured 
in [5,6] and recently made explicit in [14]).
This special limit is of particular interest for understanding the relation of the λ-model to the 
q-deformation of the light-cone gauge S-matrix [15] for q being a phase. For q real the S-matrix 
is unitary and has been shown to be in perturbative agreement [16,17] with the η-model of [1]. For 
q equal a phase, unitarity can be restored [18], and the resulting S-matrix has been conjectured 
to be related to the λ-model [5,6]. However, as the λ-model has no isometries one cannot fix the 
associated light-cone gauge and hence there is no apparent connection to the S-matrix of [15]. 
An important feature of the special limit is that it generates isometries. It is therefore natural 
to conjecture that taking an appropriate limit in the λ-model associated with the AdS5 × S5
supercoset will give the deformed model whose light-cone gauge S-matrix is that of [18].
We shall start in Section 2 with a review of the actions of the η-deformed and λ-deformed 
models, considering in detail the relation between the parameters and also the truncations to the 
bosonic models.
Then in Section 3 we shall describe the scaling limit and analytic continuation that allows one 
to obtain the metric of the η-model from that of the λ-model. We shall discuss the action of this 
limit on the corresponding supergravity solution of [19,20] in Section 4 for the models related to 
the AdS2 × S2 supercoset.
Finally, in Section 5 we will conjecture that the two models form a dual Poisson–Lie pair [8,9]
and directly verify this in the case of the integrable deformations of the coset associated with S2.
In Appendix A we shall give different simple forms of the conformally-flat metrics of the 
deformed models associated with S2, while in Appendix B we will discuss an alternative proposal 
for the dilaton of the models related to the AdS2 × S2 supercoset.
2 This is somewhat similar to how the AdS5 × S5 background is related to the D3-brane geometry when one decouples 
the asymptotic region.
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2.1. Supercoset based actions
We shall consider two integrable 2d models based on the supercosets
F̂
G1 ×G2 ⊃
F1
G1
× F2
G2
, (2.1)
where F̂ is a supergroup (e.g. PSU(2, 2|4) in AdS5 × S5 case) and Fi and Gi are bosonic 
subgroups. The superalgebra fˆ of F̂ admits the usual Z4 grading, with the zero-graded part cor-
responding to the algebra of G1 ×G2, and the bilinear form STr = TrF1 − TrF2 .
The first “η-model” is defined by the deformed supercoset action of [1] (generalizing the 
bosonic model of [2])3
Iˆh,η(g) = h2
∫
d2x STr
[
g−1∂+g Pη
1
1 − 2η1−η2 RgPη
g−1∂−g
]
, (2.2)
where g ∈ F̂ and
Pη = P2 + 1 − η
2
2
(P1 − P3) , Rg = Ad−1g R Adg . (2.3)
Here Adg(M) = gMg−1, Pr are projectors onto the Z4-graded spaces of fˆ and the constant 
matrix R is an antisymmetric solution of the non-split modified classical Yang–Baxter equation 
for fˆ. The overall coupling h is the analog of string tension and η is the deformation parameter.4
This action possesses the following Z2 symmetry:
parity , h → h , η → −η . (2.4)
In the undeformed limit, the action (2.2) reduces to the standard supercoset action [21,22]
Iˆh,0(g) = h2
∫
d2x STr
[
g−1∂+g P g−1∂−g
]
,
P = Pη
∣∣∣
η=0 = P2 +
1
2
(P1 − P3) . (2.5)
The global F̂ symmetry of this undeformed action is broken by the η-deformation to its abelian 
Cartan subgroup.
The second “λ-model” [6] (generalizing the bosonic model of [7,23]) is defined by the action
3 We choose Minkowski signature in 2d with d2x = dx0dx1 and ∂± = ∂0 ± ∂1.
4 Here the bilinear form Tr (STr) is related to the usual matrix trace tr (supertrace str) by Tr = ν−1tr for some 
representation-dependent normalization ν. We fix this normalization ν such that in the undeformed limit h plays the 
role of the usual string tension in AdSn ×Sn backgrounds. In particular, this means that in the AdS2 ×S2 case with η = 0
the bosonic part of the action is given by
Ih,0(g) = h2
∫
d2x
[−(1 + ρ2)∂+t∂−t + 11 + ρ2 ∂+ρ∂−ρ + (1 − r2)∂+ϕ∂−ϕ + 11 − r2 ∂+r∂−r] .
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(∫
d2x STr
[1
2
f−1∂+ff−1∂−f +A+∂−ff−1
−A−f−1∂+f − f−1A+fA− +A+A−
]
− 1
3
∫
d3x 
abc STr
[
f−1∂aff−1∂bff−1∂cf
]
+ (λ−2 − 1)
∫
d2x STr
[
A+PλA−
])
, (2.6)
where f ∈ F̂ , A± ∈ fˆ and
Pλ = P2 + 1
λ−1 + 1 (P1 − λP3) . (2.7)
The first three lines of (2.6) correspond to the F̂ /F̂ gauged WZW model with coupling (level) k
and λ is a deformation parameter. This action possesses the following Z2 symmetry
parity , k → −k , λ → λ−1 ,
A+ → A+ , A− → Adf (A− − f−1∂−f ) , (2.8)
where  = I + (λ−2 − 1)Pλ = P0 + λ−2P2 + λ−1P1 + λP3.
In contrast to (2.2) this action has no global symmetry (there is a G1 × G2 gauge symmetry, 
which in the end we will always fix). The interpretation of this action can be understood by 
considering the special limit k → ∞, λ → 1 combined with scaling f → 1 as [7]
f = exp(−4π
k
v) = 1 − 4π
k
v +O(k−2) ,
λ = 1 − π
k
h+O(k−2) , k → ∞ , (2.9)
where the ˆf valued field v and the constant h are kept fixed in the limit. This leads to the following 
action5
Iˆk→∞,λ→1(f → 1,A) =
∫
d2x STr
[
v (∂−A+ − ∂+A− + [A−,A+])
]
+ h
2
∫
d2x STr
[
A+PA−
]
, (2.10)
where P = Pλ
∣∣∣
λ=1 is given in (2.5). This may be interpreted as a first-order action interpolating 
between the supercoset action (2.5) (if one first integrates out v giving A± = g−1∂±g) and its 
non-abelian T-dual model (if one first integrates out A±).
Thus the meaning of (2.6) is a deformation of the first-order interpolating action (2.10). If one 
first integrates out A± in (2.6) and gauge-fixes the supergroup element f the resulting sigma 
model may be viewed as a deformation of the non-abelian T-dual of the original supercoset 
model (2.5). At the same time, explicitly integrating out f in (2.6) is not possible in general, so 
(2.6) does not apparently have a direct relation to a deformation of the supercoset model (2.5).
While there is a close on-shell connection between the models (2.2) and (2.6) at the level of 
classical Hamiltonian (Poisson-bracket) structures [1,5,6], establishing their correspondence at 
5 Note that h2 = κ
2
4π , where κ
2 is the string tension parameter used in [7,5,6] (the definition of ∂± used therein had an 
extra factor of 1/2 compared to that used here).
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we will attempt to address below.6
2.2. Relations between parameters
Let us now comment on relations between the deformation parameters of the two models (2.2)
and (2.6). The deformation parameters in the two actions of [1] and [6] may be defined in terms 
of the parameter 
2 ∈R that appears in the deformed classical Poisson algebra relations.7
The relation to the parameter η of [1] (or  introduced in [16]) is given by

2 = 4η
2
(1 + η2)2 =
2
1 + 2 , 

2 ∈ [0,1] , η2 ∈ [0,1] , 2 ∈ [0,∞] , (2.11)
where
 = 2η
1 − η2 (2.12)
is a natural deformation parameter appearing in the bosonic part of the model (2.2). Here the 
ranges describe the deformation considered in [1,16]. Note that we could also take
η2 ∈ [1,∞] , (2.13)
to cover the ranges 
2 ∈ [0, 1] and 2 ∈ [0, ∞]. This is a consequence of the fact that the complex 
η2 plane covers the complex 
2 and 2 planes twice. This can be seen explicitly from the relation

2(η2) = 
2( 1
η2
) . (2.14)
The deformation parameter λ in the action (2.6) of [6] is related to 
2 by

2 = − (1 − λ
2)2
4λ2
= − 1
4b2(1 + b2) ,

2 ∈ [−∞,0] , λ2 ∈ [0,1] , b2 ∈ [0,∞] , (2.15)
where we have introduced
b2 = λ
2
1 − λ2 , (2.16)
6 Note that integrability, together with expected quantum UV finiteness, suggest that classical relations may in some 
way extend to the quantum level.
7 For both deformed models, there was a paper focussing on the bosonic case, [4] and [5], written before the papers 
discussing the deformation of the superstring, [1] and [6] respectively. The parameter ηb of [4] is related to the parameter 
η of [1] by
ηb = 2η1 − η2 ,
while the parameter λb of [5] is related to the parameter λ of [6] by
λb = λ2 .
To avoid confusion, we will always use the definitions of parameters as given in the papers discussing the super-
string [1,6].
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describe the deformation considered in [6], but we could also take
λ2 ∈ [1,∞] , b2 ∈ [−∞,−1] , (2.17)
to cover the range 
2 ∈ [−∞, 0]. This is again a consequence of the fact that the complex λ2 or 
b2 planes cover the complex 
2 plane twice, which can be seen explicitly from the relations

2(λ2) = 
2( 1
λ2
) , 
2(b2) = 
2(−1 − b2) . (2.18)
For a particular value of 
2 there are four equivalent values of η, b and λ and two equivalent 
values of  as described in the table:
η −η −η−1 η−1
 −  −
λ λ−1 −λ −λ−1
b ±√−1 − b2 −b ∓√−1 − b2
The first and second columns and the third and fourth columns give rise to equivalent theories in 
both the two deformations as they are related by the Z2 symmetries (2.4) and (2.8). Furthermore, 
restricting to the bosonic models, the first and third columns and the second and fourth columns 
give rise to identical deformed theories. This is a consequence of the fact that the bosonic trun-
cation of (2.2) depends only on  , while the bosonic truncation of (2.6) depends only on λ2.
Comparing (2.11) and (2.15) suggests that the parameters of the two deformed models may 
be related by an analytic continuation (choosing signs so that λ = 0, 1 corresponds to η = i, 0)
η = i 1 − λ
1 + λ , λ =
i − η
i + η , (2.19)
or, equivalently,
b2 = −1
2
+ i
2
,  = i
1 + 2b2 = i
1 − λ2
1 + λ2 . (2.20)
Below we will see that (2.20) is indeed the relation that allows one to obtain the η-model (2.2)
as a special limit (combined with an analytic continuation) of the λ-model (2.6).
In addition, this will require us to relate the overall couplings of the two models by the fol-
lowing analytic continuation (assuming the plus sign in (2.19))
k
π
= i h

, i.e. h = k
π(1 + 2b2) . (2.21)
Indeed, (2.21) is implied by (2.20) and the expression for λ in (2.9), which was required to obtain 
the interpolating model (2.10) for large k: with λ → 1 − πh
k
we find from (2.16) that b2 → k2πh
and thus, from (2.20), that  → iπh
k
, in agreement with (2.21).
The relation (2.21) is also consistent with the Pohlmeyer reduction limit, which in the con-
text of the η-deformation [1] corresponds to taking  → ±i, as discussed in [13], with h being 
proportional to the level of the underlying G/H gauged WZW model. This then ties in with the 
Pohlmeyer reduction limit of the deformation of [6] for which k plays the role of the level [14].
Remarkably, (2.21) corresponds to the expected relation between the quantum deformation 
parameters q for the two models (cf. [1,16,5,6]):
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with the real q corresponding to the η-model (2.2) and the root of unity q to the λ-model (2.6). 
Indeed, q = exp(− iπ
k
) is the standard expectation for the q-deformation parameter of a WZW 
type model.
2.3. Bosonic actions
It is useful to consider explicitly the bosonic parts of the two models (2.2) and (2.6). We 
shall concentrate on the part corresponding to one (compact) F/G factor in (2.1). The bosonic 
counterpart of the η-model action (2.2) is
Ih,η(g) = −h2
∫
d2x Tr
[
J+P
1
1 − RgP J−
]
, Ja = g−1∂ag , (2.23)
 ≡ 2η
1 − η2 , Rg = Ad
−1
g R Adg , (2.24)
where g ∈ F , P = P2 is the projector onto the F/G coset part of the algebra f of F and R is 
a solution of the modified classical YBE for f. For  = 0 this becomes the standard F/G coset 
sigma model.
To make the structure of this action more transparent let us rewrite it in a first-order form. 
Since 11−RgP =
∑∞
n=0(RgP )n and P 2 = P , introducing an auxiliary field Ba in the coset part 
of f (i.e. PBa = Ba) we get
−Tr[J+P 11 − RgP J−] → −Tr[−B+(1 − Rg)B− +B+J− +B−J+] . (2.25)
Replacing Ba by the field Aa in f, adding a term AaCa where Ca ∈ g is in the algebra of G
and then redefining Adg(Aa) = gAag−1 → Aa we find the following first-order form of (2.23), 
which has a right-action G-gauge symmetry
Ih,η(g,A,C) = −h2
∫
d2x Tr
[−A+(1 − R)A− +A+D−g g−1 +A−D+g g−1] ,
(2.26)
Dag ≡ ∂ag − gCa , g′ = gu , C′a = u−1Cau+ u−1∂au , u ∈ G . (2.27)
This model has parameters (h, ) and for  = 0 the global F symmetry is broken to its Cartan 
torus directions.8 In the first-order action (2.26) the deformation corresponds simply to adding 
the quadratic A+RA− term. Indeed, we can rewrite (2.26) as
Ih,η(g,A,C) = −h2
∫
d2x Tr
[
D+g g−1 D−g g−1
− (A+ −D+g g−1)(A− −D−g g−1)+ A+RA−
]
. (2.28)
For  = 0 one can integrate out Aa giving the standard coset sigma model action.9
8 The canonical choice of R annihilates Cartan generators and preserves (up to factors) the positive and negative root 
generators: R(Ti ) = 0, R(E+) = −iE+, R(E−) = iE− .
9 The simplicity of the first-order action (2.26) is related to the simplicity of the corresponding classical Hamiltonian 
description [4]. At the same time, its superstring generalization is not straightforward as Pη in (2.2) is not a projector and 
hence P 2η = Pη .
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Ik,λ(f,A,C) = k
[
IgWZW(f,A)− b
−2
4π
∫
d2x Tr(Aa −Ca)2
]
, b−2 ≡ λ−2 − 1 .
(2.29)
Here f ∈ F , Aa ∈ f is the gauge field of the F/F gauged WZW model and Ca ∈ g (the term 
(Aa − Ca)2 is equivalent to (PAa)2). b is a natural deformation parameter (like  in (2.24)). 
The case of b → 0 corresponds to Aa = Ca or the F/G gauged WZW model. Another limit is 
as in (2.9), i.e. k → ∞ and b → ∞: λ = 1 − π
k
h + . . . implies b−2 = 2π
k
h + . . .. Then setting 
f = 1 − 4π
k
v + . . . where v ∈ f we find from (2.29) the bosonic truncation of (2.10) [7]
Ik→∞,λ→1 = −
∫
d2x Tr
[
v F+−(A)+ h2 (Aa −Ca)
2] , (2.30)
where Fab is the field strength of Aa . This is the interpolating action for the F/G coset sigma 
model and its non-abelian T-dual: if we first integrate over v we get Aa = g−1∂ag, g ∈ F , and 
thus the original F/G coset model with tension h; if we first integrate over Aa and Ca we get a 
sigma model for v which is the non-abelian dual of the F/G coset model.
This suggests that (2.29) may be viewed as an interpolating model between the λ-deformation 
of the non-abelian T-dual model (a model for the field f found by first integrating out Aa and 
Ca) and a deformation of the F/G coset sigma model found by parameterizing Aa in terms of 
the fields g and g˜ (e.g., as Aa = g−1∂ag + 
abg˜−1∂bg˜) and integrating out all fields (f, g˜, C) 
other than g. The latter procedure need not, however, give a local action for g away from the 
k → ∞, b−2 → 2π
k
h point.10
While the actions (2.26) and (2.29) look very different, having, in particular, different symme-
tries, one possibility is that they may be viewed as two dual faces of a “doubled” model related by 
Poisson–Lie type duality [8–10]. The η-model may then be the analog of the “solvable” member 
of the dual pair. We shall provide explicit evidence for this in Section 5 below.
Another possibility to relate the λ-model to the η-model is by a limit that will break the 
F/G symmetric structure of (2.29) to reflect the presence of the R-matrix in (2.23), (2.26). This 
limit will involve a certain scaling (and analytic continuation) of the group element f plus the 
map between the parameters (2.20), (2.21). We shall demonstrate the existence of such limit on 
various relevant F/G coset examples in the next section. We shall then study the effect of this 
limit on the corresponding supergravity backgrounds in Section 4.
3. Relating the λ-model to the η-model by a limit
The target space backgrounds that correspond to the η-model (2.2), (2.23) have abelian isome-
tries associated with the Cartan directions of the algebra of F that are preserved by R-matrix. At 
the same time, the backgrounds that correspond to the λ-model (2.6), (2.29) (found by integrating 
out Aa and fixing a G-gauge on f ) do not have isometries at all.11 To be able to relate the cor-
10 At the same time, since the deformed η-model action (2.26) depends not only on the current but also explicitly on g
it does not allow a dualization in an obvious way, i.e. an analog of a dual model should be non-local.
11 This is also a common feature of backgrounds corresponding to F/G gauged WZW models with a non-abelian G, 
but for a non-trivial λ deformation it applies also to the abelian G case [7].
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corresponding to the Cartan directions of F .12
Below we shall first explicitly demonstrate the existence of such limits on particular low-
dimensional cases, AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3, and then explain the general construction for 
Sn and similar spaces related by analytic continuation. We shall also explain the relation to the 
Pohlmeyer reduced model.
3.1. AdS2 × S2
In the case of AdS2 × S2 the relevant bosonic coset space is
SO(1,2)
SO(1,1)
× SO(3)
SO(2)
. (3.1)
Starting with the λ-model action (2.29), integrating out the gauge field and gauge-fixing the 
SO(1, 2) × SO(3) field f as13
f = [ exp(itσ3) exp(ξσ1)]⊕[ exp(iϕσ3) exp(iζσ1)] , (3.2)
we find the following metric14
2πk−1ds2 = 1
1 + 2b2
[−dt2 + cot2 t dξ2 − 4b2(1 + b2)(cosh ξ dt − cot t sinh ξ dξ)2
+ dϕ2 + cot2 ϕ dζ 2 + 4b2(1 + b2)(cos ζ dϕ + cotϕ sin ζ dζ )2] . (3.3)
Note that here, for the AdS2 part, we are considering a different patch of the deformed space than 
used in [19] which corresponds to
f˜ = [ exp(ξ˜σ2) exp(t˜σ1)]⊕[ exp(iϕσ1) exp(iζσ1)] , (3.4)
leading instead to
2πk−1d˜s2 = 1
1 + 2b2
[
dξ˜2 − coth2 ξ˜ d t˜2 + 4b2(1 + b2)(cosh t˜ dξ˜ + coth ξ˜ sinh t˜ d t˜)2
+ dϕ2 + cot2 ϕ dζ 2 + 4b2(1 + b2)(cos ζ dϕ + cotϕ sin ζ dζ )2] , (3.5)
i.e. related to (3.3) via the analytic continuation
ξ˜ = it , t˜ = ξ . (3.6)
The reason we consider the patch (3.3) is that it admits a special (singular) field redefinition with 
which we can recover the metric corresponding to the η-deformed AdS2 × S2 model [4,1].
12 The special role of these coordinates may be anticipated from the fact that the λ-model (2.29) can be viewed as a 
deformation of the F/F gauged WZW model, which is a topological theory [24]. In the F/F gauged WZW model 
the gauge symmetry (f ′ = w−1fw, w ∈ F ) allows one to gauge away all but the Cartan directions, i.e. to choose 
f = eϕiTi , [Ti , Tj ] = 0, so that the Lagrangian becomes L = ∂+ϕi∂−ϕi +A+i ∂−ϕi −A−i ∂+ϕi with ϕi = ai = const
as the only solutions. One may then use these moduli parameters ai to define certain limits of the deformed background.
13 Here σi are Pauli matrices and {(σ1⊕0), (0⊕iσ1)} generates the gauge group. We also take Tr = 2tr, where tr is the 
usual matrix trace, i.e. ν = 12 in footnote 4.
14 We shall use the following notation to relate the bosonic part of the action to the metric: I =∫
d2xGmn(X)∂+Xm∂−Xn with ds2 = Gmn(X)dXmdXn , i.e. we will absorb all overall constants in the action into 
the metric. All the bosonic backgrounds we will consider below will not have a non-trivial B field [27,20].
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combined with infinite imaginary shifts of the (t, ϕ) directions (turning them into isometries):
t → t + i
2
log
[1 − 2ρ2
1 + ρ2
]+ i logγ , ξ → 1
2
log
[−1 − ρ
1 + ρ
]
,
ϕ → ϕ + i
2
log
[1 + 2r2
1 − r2
]+ i logγ , ζ → i
2
log
[−1 + ir
1 − ir
]
, γ → ∞ . (3.7)
Here we have introduced the parameter  , which is assumed to be related to b by (2.20). We shall 
also assume that k is related to h by (2.21), i.e.
b2 = −1
2
+ i
2
, h = k
π(1 + 2b2) . (3.8)
Then the metric (3.3) transforms into
2h−1ds2 = 1
1 − 2ρ2
[−(1 + ρ2)dt2 + dρ2
1 + ρ2
]
+ 1
1 + 2r2
[
(1 − r2)dϕ2 + dr
2
1 − r2
]
, (3.9)
i.e. becomes exactly the η-deformed AdS2 × S2 metric [1,16,13,25] with h as a tension. Indeed, 
this metric corresponds to (2.23) with g parameterized as
g = [ exp( it
2
σ3) exp(
1
2
arcsinhρ σ2)
]⊕[ exp( iϕ
2
σ3) exp(
i
2
arcsin r σ2)
]
, (3.10)
and the R-matrix chosen to annihilate the Cartan directions {iσ3⊕0, 0⊕iσ3}.
This relation between (3.3) and (3.9) involving complex coordinate redefinitions (3.7) and a 
complex map between parameters (3.8) suggests that the λ-model and η-model may correspond 
to different real “slices” of some larger complexified model.
To shed more light on the meaning of the infinite imaginary shift of t and ϕ in (3.7) that plays 
a central role in the above relation between (3.3) and (3.9) it is useful to repeat the discussion 
using a simpler (algebraic) choice of coordinates in which the metric becomes conformally flat. 
Starting with (3.3) and doing the coordinate redefinition (t, ξ ; ϕ, ζ ) → (x, y; p, q)
t = arccos
√
x2 − y2 , ξ = arccosh x√
x2 − y2 , x
2 − y2 < 1 ,
ϕ = arccos
√
p2 + q2 , ζ = arccos p√
p2 + q2 , p
2 + q2 < 1 , (3.11)
we find
2πk−1ds2 = 1
1 − x2 + y2
[−(1 + 2b2)dx2 + dy2
1 + 2b2
]
+ 1
1 − p2 − q2
[
(1 + 2b2)dp2 + dq
2
1 + 2b2
]
. (3.12)
Formally continuing to the region for which x2 − y2 > 1 represents (3.5), i.e. the original metric 
of [19]. Furthermore, one can check that x2 −y2 = 1 is a curvature singularity and hence the two 
patches covered by (3.3) and (3.5) are separated by this singularity.
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the coordinates
x → γ x , y → γy , p → γ p , q → γ q , γ → ∞ , (3.13)
we get
2h−1ds2 = 1
y2 − 2x2
(
dy2 + dx2)+ 1
q2 + 2p2
(−dq2 + dp2) . (3.14)
This may be interpreted as the metric of η-deformed H 2 × dS2 (Euclidean AdS2 times 2d de 
Sitter space)15 background which is related to AdS2 × S2 by an analytic continuation.16 We 
will elaborate on this limit (giving its alternative form) focussing on the S2 part of (3.3) in 
Appendix A.
The infinite scaling limit (3.13) relating the λ-model to the η-model amounts to dropping 
the constants 1 in the denominators in (3.12). It thus corresponds to decoupling the asymptoti-
cally flat region of the λ-model metric (3.12) so that the η-model metric may be interpreted as 
emerging in a “near-horizon” limit (combined with an analytic continuation of the parameters 
according to (2.20), (2.21)).
3.2. AdS3 × S3
Let us now consider the λ-deformed action (2.6), (2.29) for the coset corresponding to
AdS3 × S3:
SO(2,2)
SO(2,1)
× SO(4)
SO(3)
. (3.15)
Parameterizing the gauge-fixed group-valued field f (for the parts associated with AdS3 and S3
respectively) as
f = [ exp(it (σ3⊕ − σ3)) exp(ξ(σ1⊕σ1)) exp(iψ(σ3⊕σ3))]
⊕ [ exp(iϕ(σ3⊕ − σ3)) exp(iζ(σ1⊕σ1)) exp(iφ(σ3⊕σ3))] , (3.16)
and integrating out the gauge field, we find the following metric (cf. (3.3))17
2πk−1ds2 = 1
1 + 2b2
[−dt2 + J 2 + coth2 ξ K2 − 4b2(1 + b2)(cosh2 ξ(dt −K)2 − J 2)
+ dϕ2 + J˜ 2 + cot2 ζ K˜2 + 4b2(1 + b2)(cos2 ζ(dϕ + K˜)2 + J˜ 2)] , (3.17)
where
J = csc(2t)( sin(2ψ)dξ − coth ξ(cos(2t)− cos(2ψ))dψ) ,
K = csc(2t)( tanh ξ(cos(2t)+ cos(2ψ))dξ − sin(2ψ)dψ) ,
J˜ = csc(2ϕ)( sin(2φ)dζ + cot ζ(cos(2ϕ)− cos(2φ))dφ) ,
K˜ = csc(2ϕ)( tan ζ(cos(2ϕ)+ cos(2φ))dζ + sin(2φ)dφ) . (3.18)
15 The  → ∞ limit of (3.14) gives the same metric as  = 0 but with reversed overall sign and the roles of coordinates 
interchanged.
16 Note that the “flat-slicing” or Poincaré-patch like real coordinates do not exist for S2 but exist for its analytic contin-
uation dS2.
17 Here we take Tr = tr, where tr is the usual matrix trace, i.e. ν = 1 in footnote 4.
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find that (3.17) becomes
2h−1ds2 = 1
1 − 2ρ2
[−(1 + ρ2)dt2 + dρ2
1 + ρ2
]+ ρ2dψ2
+ 1
1 + 2r2
[
(1 − r2)dϕ2 + dr
2
1 − r2
]+ r2dφ2 . (3.19)
This is precisely the metric [16,13,26] that corresponds to the deformed AdS3 × S3 η-model 
action (2.2), (2.23) with g ∈ F parameterized as
g = [ exp( it
2
(σ3⊕ − σ3)+ iψ2 (σ3⊕σ3)) exp(
1
2
arcsinhρ (σ2⊕ − σ2))
]
⊕ [ exp( iϕ
2
(σ3⊕ − σ3)+ iφ2 (σ3⊕σ3)) exp(
i
2
arcsin r (σ2⊕ − σ2))
]
, (3.20)
and the R-matrix chosen to annihilate the Cartan directions {(iσ3⊕0⊕0⊕0), (0⊕iσ3⊕0⊕0), 
(0⊕0⊕iσ3⊕0), (0⊕0⊕0⊕iσ3)}.18
3.3. Sn and analytic continuations to AdSn, dSn and Hn
Let us now describe a systematic procedure for taking the above limit, relating the actions of 
the λ-model and η-model in the general AdSn × Sn case by considering for simplicity the F/G
coset corresponding to the Sn factor, i.e.
SO(n+ 1)
SO(n)
. (3.21)
We shall use the antisymmetric real matrices as the familiar basis of the algebra so(n + 1)19
(Tab)ij = δaiδbj − δaj δbi , a, b, i, j = 1, . . . , n+ 1 , (3.22)
with the projector onto the coset being given by
P2(M) = −
n+1∑
a=2
Tr(M T1a) T1a . (3.23)
In general, we will choose to parameterize the gauge-fixed field f ∈ F = SO(n + 1) in the action 
(2.29) as
f = exp(2ϕT12) exp(2ζT23) exp(2φ1T34) exp(2χT45) exp(2φ2T56) . . . (3.24)
and then take a sequence of limits of the following type
 →  + i logγ , γ → ∞ , (3.25)
first on  = ϕ and then on every other field in (3.24), i.e. on φ1, then on φ2, etc. This effectively 
picks out a Cartan subalgebra of so(n + 1)
18 Note that there are actually two choices of solution to the corresponding modified classical YBE, one of which gives 
the required deformation (3.19) – see [28].
19 Here we will also take Tr = 1 tr, where tr is the usual matrix trace, i.e. ν = 2 in footnote 4.2
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and the angles ϕ, φ1, φ2, . . . will become isometries of the resulting metric.
A couple of comments are in order. First, it is worth noting that for n odd the last exponential 
factor in (3.24) is in the sequence and hence the prescription tells us that we should take the limit 
in the corresponding field. In the S3 and S5 examples below this final limit is not necessary: the 
previous limits already lead to this direction being an isometry and hence the limit (3.25) would 
be trivial (the same should also be true for all odd n). A related observation is that it always 
appears to be possible to truncate easily from n = 2N + 1 to n = 2N by just setting this final 
angle to zero. It transpires that to go from n = 2N to n = 2N − 1 is not so trivial. This is not 
so much to do with taking the limit, rather with the field redefinitions and analytic continuations 
that we need to perform to recover the metrics of [16,13,29].
In the following we will consider the two non-trivial cases n = 3 (already discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2 above) and n = 5, with the n = 2 and n = 4 examples following as simple truncations. It 
will be useful to define the following functions
f (r) = 1
1 + 2r2 , g (r) =
1
1 − r2 , v (r, θ) =
1
1 + 2r4 sin2 θ . (3.27)
n = 3 and n = 2: Starting with (2.29) and taking the limits as described above we end up with 
a metric with two isometric directions ϕ and φ1. There are then two analytic continuations/coor-
dinate redefinitions that are of particular interest. The first is given by
ϕ → ϕ + i
2
log
[1 + 2r2
1 − r2
]
, ζ → i
2
log
[−1 + ir
1 − ir
]
, φ1 → φ1 , (3.28)
and the resulting metric is as in (3.19) (with φ = φ1)
2h−1ds2 = f (g−1dϕ2 + gdr2)+ r2dφ1 . (3.29)
This metric is precisely the deformation of S3 arising from the corresponding η-model [16,13,
28,26]: it follows from the η-model action (2.2), (2.23) with g ∈ F parameterized as
g = exp(φ1T34) exp(ϕT12) exp(arcsin rT13) , (3.30)
and the R-matrix chosen to annihilate the Cartan directions {T12, T34}. The second change of 
variables is given by
ϕ → iϕ + i
2
log
[ 1 − r2
1 + 2r2
]
, ζ → i
2
log
[1 − r
1 + r
]
, φ1 → iφ1 , (3.31)
with the resulting metric being
2h−1ds2 = g (f−1dϕ2 + fdr2)+ r−2dφ21 . (3.32)
This metric is related to (3.29) by two T-dualities – in each of the isometric directions ϕ and φ1. 
Furthermore, there is a formal map between the two metrics (3.29) and (3.32) given by
ϕ → iϕ , r → i
r
, φ1 → iφ1 . (3.33)
To recover the corresponding expressions for n = 2 one can consistently truncate by setting 
φ1 = 0.
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three isometric directions ϕ, φ1 and φ2. There are again two analytic continuations/coordinate 
redefinitions that are of particular interest. The first is given by
ϕ → ϕ + i
2
log
[1 + 2r2
1 − r2
]
, φ1 → iφ1 + i log cos θ , φ2 → φ2 ,
ζ → i
2
log
[−1 + ir
1 − ir
]
, χ → i
2
log
[−1 − sin θ
1 + sin θ
]
, (3.34)
and the resulting metric is (with f, g, v defined in (3.27))
2h−1ds2 = f (g−1dϕ2 + gdr2)+ (dφ1 + r
4v sin θ cos θ dθ)2
r2v cos2 θ
+ r2vdθ2 + r2 sin2 θ dφ22 . (3.35)
As shown in [29], this metric is T-dual to the metric constructed in [16], which follows from the 
η-model (2.2), (2.23) of [4,1] with g ∈ F parameterized as
g = exp(φ2T56) exp(φ1T34) exp(θT35) exp(ϕT12) exp(arcsin rT13) , (3.36)
and the R-matrix chosen to annihilate the Cartan directions {T12, T34, T56}. Here the T-duality 
should be done in just the φ1 isometry, making the metric diagonal but generating a non-zero 
B-field, in agreement with the background found in [16].20
The second change of variables is given by
ϕ → iϕ + i
2
log
[ 1 − r2
1 + 2r2
]
, φ1 → iφ1 + i log cos θ , φ2 → iφ2 ,
ζ → i
2
log
[1 − r
1 + r
]
, χ → i
2
log
[1 − sin θ
1 + sin θ
]
, (3.37)
leading to
2h−1ds2 = g (f−1dϕ2 + fdr2)+ (dφ1 + r
4v sin θ cos θdθ)2
r2v cos2 θ
+ r2vdθ2 + r−2 csc2 θ dφ22 . (3.38)
This metric (related to (3.35) by two T-dualities) is also T-dual to the metric found in [16]: here 
one needs three T-dualities – in each of the isometric directions ϕ, φ1 and φ2. There is again a 
formal map between the two metrics (3.35) and (3.38) given by
ϕ → iϕ , r → i
r
, φ1 → φ1 + i log sin θ ,
θ → i log [−i tan θ
2
]
, φ2 → iφ2 . (3.39)
To obtain similar expressions for the n = 4 case one can consistently truncate by setting 
φ2 = 0 in the n = 5 expressions.
Let us now briefly outline the analytic continuations to AdSn, dSn and Hn. These geometries 
are all based on different real forms of the complexified coset space SO(n+1,C)SO(n,C) , i.e.
20 Note that all the λ-model backgrounds corresponding to the choice of f in (3.24) have no B field [27,20].
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SO(n)
, AdSn = SO(2, n− 1)SO(1, n− 1) ,
dSn = SO(1, n)SO(1, n− 1) , H
n = SO(1, n)
SO(n)
. (3.40)
After a brief study of the group elements of interest (3.24), (3.30), (3.36) one can see that for Hn
there is essentially one analytic continuation of the basis (3.22), while for AdSn and dSn there 
are many potentially inequivalent ones, which in turn may lead to metrics covering different 
coordinate patches of the η-model and λ-model metrics.
For AdSn one choice of analytic continuation is given by
T1aˆ → iT1aˆ , T2aˆ → iT2aˆ , aˆ = 3, . . . , n+ 1 , (3.41)
for which the subalgebra commuting with T12, spanned by Taˆbˆ , remains so(n − 1). This corre-
sponds to analytically continuing the fields as follows
ϕ → t , φi → ψi , ζ → iξ , χ → χˆ , r → iρ , θ → θˆ . (3.42)
Here we also need to flip the overall sign of the metrics. Other possible analytic continuations 
involve T12 → iT12, so that the subalgebra commuting with this generator is then so(1, n − 2). 
It is an analytic continuation of this form that is required to obtain the first line of (3.5) from the 
second line and was considered in the supergravity constructions of [19,20].
For dSn one choice of the analytic continuation is given by
T12 → iT12 , T2aˆ → iT2aˆ , aˆ = 3, . . . , n+ 1 , (3.43)
for which the subalgebra commuting with T12, spanned by Taˆbˆ , remains so(n − 1). This corre-
sponds to analytically continuing the fields as follows
ϕ → it , φi → ψi , ζ → iξ , χ → χˆ , r → ρ , θ → θˆ . (3.44)
The remaining analytic continuations, which we will not explore in detail here, involve leaving 
T12 as is, so that the subalgebra commuting with this generator is again so(1, n − 2).
To recover the coset and deformed models associated with Hn we analytically continue
T1a¯ → iT1a¯ , ϕ → iϕ , r → ir , a¯ = 2, . . . , n+ 1 , (3.45)
and, as for AdSn, flip the overall sign of the metrics. It will also be useful to give the direct 
analytic continuation of the fields from AdSn to Hn, i.e. combining the inverse of (3.42) and 
(3.45)
t → iϕ , φi → ψi , ξ → −iζ , χ → χˆ , ρ → r , θ → θˆ . (3.46)
3.4. Relation to the Pohlmeyer-reduced model for AdSn × Sn and the η → i/λ → 0 limit
The Pohlmeyer-reduced model is conjectured to be related to the λ-model at the special point 
in the parameter space λ = 0 or b = 0 [5,6], or, equivalently, according to (2.20), η = i or  = i. 
For this point the relation between the overall couplings (2.21) becomes h = k
π
. As discussed 
beneath (2.29) the b → 0 limit of the λ-model gives the F/G gauged WZW model. On the 
other hand, it was shown in [13] that for the η-models arising as deformations of AdS2 × S2
and AdS3 × S3 models the  → i limit of (3.29) can be taken in such a way (combining it 
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light-cone gauge-fixing is the Pohlmeyer reduction (PR) [27,30,31] of these AdSn×Sn models.21
In Section 3.3 we considered a sequence of special coordinate redefinitions that led from the 
λ-model to (T-duals) of the η-model. In the cases of S2 and S3 there was only one limit in this 
sequence (3.28). One can thus see the emergence of the PR model from the λ-model in a special 
limit (cf. also [5,14]).
In the AdS5 × S5 case the  → i limit of the η-model did not lead directly to the PR model, 
but rather to a closely related theory with an imaginary B field [13]. It is now clear that there is a 
natural “intermediate” candidate model for recovering the PR model found by making only the 
first coordinate redefinition in the sequence (3.25), (3.34) along with the corresponding one for 
AdS5
t → t + i
2
log
[1 − 2ρ2
1 + ρ2
]+ i logγ , ξ → 1
2
log
[−1 − ρ
1 + ρ
]
,
ϕ → ϕ + i
2
log
[1 + 2r2
1 − r2
]+ i logγ , ζ → i
2
log
[−1 + ir
1 − ir
]
, γ → ∞ ,
(3.47)
and using the relation of the parameters in (3.8). It is interesting to note that considering the 
analytic continuation to H 5 × dS5 given in (3.44), (3.46) this becomes
ϕ → ϕ + 1
2
log
[1 − 2r2
1 + r2
]+ logγ , ζ → i
2
log
[−1 − r
1 + r
]
,
t → t + 1
2
log
[1 + 2ρ2
1 − ρ2
]+ logγ , ξ → 1
2
log
[−1 + iρ
1 − iρ
]
, γ → ∞ , (3.48)
which for 2 ∈ (0, −1] is a real field redefinition and real limit. Furthermore, for  in this range 
the map between the parameters (3.8) also becomes real. Therefore, this limit of the AdS5 × S5
λ-model can be thought of as first an analytic continuation to H 5 × dS5, then a real limit and 
field redefinition and finally analytically continuing back.
Following this procedure we find a somewhat involved metric, which has isometric directions 
t and ϕ and importantly is real for 2 ∈ (0, −1].22 Therefore, it is natural to conjecture that the 
light-cone gauge-fixing of this model is related to the kink S-matrix of [18].23
The limit of [13]
t = 
x− + x
+


, ϕ = 
x− − x
+


,
21 If one takes the  → i limit of the η-model without rescaling the coordinates the resulting action gives the same model 
without the potential term, i.e. one time and one space dimension decouple. The metric in the “transverse” directions is 
that of the SO(2) × SO(1, 1) and SO(3)SO(2) × SO(1,2)SO(2) gauged WZW models for n = 2 and n = 3 respectively.
22 Recall that if we take the second special limit for φ1 in (3.34) the off-diagonal terms in the resulting metric (3.35) are 
imaginary for this range of  .
23 This discussion is also true if we only consider the first coordinate redefinition in the sequence (3.25), (3.37), however, 
the resulting metrics are diffeomorphic as they are related by the map
t → it , ρ → − i
ρ
, ϕ → iϕ , r → i
r
which is real for 2 ∈ (0, −1].
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√
−1 + 
2 , 
 → 0 , (3.49)
for the AdS3 × S3 η-model gives a pp-wave type model whose light-cone gauge fixing is the 
Pohlmeyer reduction of strings on AdS3 × S3 [31] with axial gauging of the associated gauged 
WZW model. In higher dimensions the gauge group of the PR theory is no longer abelian and 
hence axial gauging is not possible. Therefore, the limit (3.49) needs a mild modification to 
extract the vector gauged model
t = 
x− + x
+


, ϕ = 
x− − x
+


,
ρ = cotα , r = cothβ ,  =
√
−1 − 
2 , 
 → 0 . (3.50)
Taking this limit in the model obtained by the special limit (3.47) of the λ-model associated with
AdS5 × S5 we find a pp-wave type metric (recall that in this limit we get from (2.21) that h = kπ )
2h−1ds2 = −4dx−dx+ + 1
2
(cosα − coshβ) (dx+)2
+ ds2A⊥(α,ψ1, χˆ ,ψ2)+ ds2S⊥(β,φ1, χ,φ2) , (3.51)
where the “transverse” metrics ds2A⊥ and ds2S⊥ are those of the gauged WZW model for 
SO(5)
SO(4)
and SO(1,4)SO(4) respectively.
24 The light-cone gauge-fixing of this model (x+ = μτ ) corresponds 
therefore to the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory for strings on AdS5 × S5 [27]. Note that as for the 
AdS2 × S2 and AdS3 × S3 cases, the roles of the AdSn and Sn are effectively interchanged, i.e. 
the  → i limit of the deformed AdS5 metric leads to the PR model for the string on R × S5 and 
vice versa.
4. Supergravity backgrounds for deformed models: AdS2 × S2
Having discussed the form of the metrics corresponding to the η-model and λ-model let us 
now consider their extension to the full type IIB supergravity backgrounds expected to be asso-
ciated with the superstring actions (2.2) and (2.6). The direct construction of such backgrounds 
supporting the metrics of η-model turns out to be quite non-trivial [16,29]. At the same time, the 
RR backgrounds supporting the λ-model metrics appear to be much simpler and they were found 
explicitly in the AdSn × Sn cases in [19] (n = 2, 3) and [20] (n = 5).
Given that the metrics of η-model can be obtained, as explained above, from the metrics of 
the λ-model by a special scaling limit and analytic continuation, one may reconstruct the full 
supergravity backgrounds that emerge when this limit is applied to the solutions of [19,20]. This 
will be explored below on the simplest AdS2 × S2 example. Surprisingly, the resulting limiting 
background will be different from the one constructed in [29], even though the two share the 
same metric (3.9). Understanding the proper meaning of this solution (that takes a very simple 
form in the algebraic coordinates introduced in (3.11), (3.12)) will be left for the future.
To discuss the deformed backgrounds associated with the AdS2 × S2 supercoset it is useful to 
follow [29] and consider the compactification of 10d type IIB supergravity to four dimensions 
24 We parameterize the gauge-fixed field fPR ∈ SO(5) × SO(1, 4) of the PR model as
fPR =
[
exp(2αT23) exp(ψ1T34) exp(χˆT45) exp(ψ2T56)
]⊕[ exp(2iβT23) exp(φ1T34) exp(χT45) exp(φ2T56)] ,
and integrate out the gauge field.
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resulting bosonic 4d action is then given by
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
e−2
[
R + 4(∇)2]− 1
4
FmnF
mn
]
. (4.1)
The corresponding equations of motion are
R + 4∇2− 4(∇)2 = 0 , Rmn + 2∇m∇n = e
2
2
(FmpFn
p − 1
4
gmnF
2) ,
∂n(
√−gFmn) = 0 . (4.2)
The first two equations imply that the dilaton should satisfy ∇2e−2 = 0.
4.1. Angular coordinates
Our starting point will be the supergravity solution of [19] supporting the λ-model metric 
(3.5)26
2πk−1d˜s2 = 1
1 + 2b2
[
dξ˜2 − coth2 ξ˜ d t˜2 + 4b2(1 + b2)(cosh t˜ dξ˜ + coth ξ˜ sinh t˜ d t˜)2
+ dϕ2 + cot2 ϕ dζ 2 + 4b2(1 + b2)(cos ζ dϕ + cotϕ sin ζ dζ )2] ,
e˜ = e
˜0
sinh ξ˜ sinϕ
,
√
2πk−1A˜ = −4
√
b2(b2 + 1)
1 + 2b2 e
−˜0
× [c1 cosϕ cos ζ d(cosh ξ˜ sinh t˜ )+ c2 cosh ξ˜ cosh t˜ d(cosϕ sin ζ )] . (4.3)
Here the free constants c1 and c2 satisfy
c21 + c22 = 1 , (4.4)
and encode the usual freedom of U(1) electromagnetic duality rotations in 4d. The choice c1 =
c2 = 1√2 ensures symmetry between the two coset factors.
Analytically continuing the AdS2 coset part to the patch of interest (3.2)
ξ˜ = it , t˜ = ξ , e˜0 = ie0 , (4.5)
gives the following solution of the equations of motion (4.2) supporting the metric (3.3)
2πk−1ds2 = 1
1 + 2b2
[−dt2 + cot2 t dξ2 − 4b2(1 + b2)(cosh ξ dt − cot t sinh ξ dξ)2
+ dϕ2 + cot2 ϕ dζ 2 + 4b2(1 + b2)(cos ζ dϕ + cotϕ sin ζ dζ )2] ,
e = e
0
sin t sinϕ
,
25 The corresponding 10d 5-form strength will be expressed in terms of the product of the 2-form F and holomorphic 
3-form on T 6 as in (A.19) of [29].
26 In Appendix B we discuss an alternative choice of the dilaton based on the proposal of [6].
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2πk−1A = 4i
√
b2(b2 + 1)
1 + 2b2 e
−0
× [c1 cosϕ cos ζ d(cos t sinh ξ)+ c2 cos t cosh ξ d(cosϕ sin ζ )] . (4.6)
The 1-form of the supergravity solution in (4.3) is real for real b. The analytic continuation to 
this new patch leads to an imaginary 1-form if b is real.
This raises an interesting question. If this background does correspond to the λ-deformation 
(2.6) [6] of the superstring sigma model, then for some (perfectly legitimate) choices of the 
SO(1, 2) gauge-fixed group field (3.2) we should end up with an action that is not manifestly real. 
However, the reality of the action (2.6) seems to follow in the usual way from considering the 
real form of the superalgebra. The non-reality should only manifest itself in the fermionic sector 
(as i appears in the RR flux) and could arise from an obstruction in the procedure of gauge-fixing 
the supergroup field of (2.6) and integrating out the superalgebra-valued gauge field, but it is 
not immediately clear why this should happen. At the same time, the imaginary RR flux may be 
expected, given that (2.6) can be interpreted as a deformation of the non-abelian T-dual of the 
AdSn × Sn string model with the duality applied to all space–time dimensions including time 
(cf. [13,20,32]). Note, however, that the gauge field in the action (2.6) of the λ-model belongs to 
the superalgebra, and thus the non-abelian T-duality in (2.10) is performed also in the fermionic 
directions (cf. [35]), which may also have an effect on the issue of the reality of the corresponding 
RR flux.
As here we are interested in the special limit (and analytic continuation) (3.7) of the above 
background combined with the analytic continuation of the parameters (i.e. with b and k taken 
complex as in (2.20), (2.21)) we may formally consider the solutions of the complexified theory, 
discussing the reality issue only at the end. It is worth recalling however, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4, that if we analytically continue to H 2 × dS2 using (3.44), (3.46), while the background 
(3.3) still has an imaginary 1-form, the special limits we consider below become real for real b
(as in (3.48) compared to (3.47)).
The first limit we will take is as in (3.7) combined with infinite shift of the dilaton
t → t + i
2
log
[1 − 2ρ2
1 + ρ2
]+ i logγ , ξ → 1
2
log
[−1 − ρ
1 + ρ
]
,
0 → 0 + log
[−γ 2
4
]
,
ϕ → ϕ + i
2
log
[1 + 2r2
1 − r2
]+ i logγ , ζ → i
2
log
[−1 + ir
1 − ir
]
,
γ → ∞ . (4.7)
Starting from (4.6) we then get the following solution of the 4d supergravity equations (4.2)
supporting the metric (3.9) of the η-model
2h−1ds2 = − 1 + ρ
2
1 − 2ρ2 dt
2 + dρ
2
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + ρ2) +
1 − r2
1 + 2r2 dϕ
2
+ dr
2
(1 + 2r2)(1 − r2) ,
e = e0+i(t+ϕ)
√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2√
2 2
√
2 2
,
1 −  ρ 1 +  r
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2h−1A = 2
√
1 + 2e−0−i(t+ϕ)√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2
× [c1r d(t − i2 log(1 + ρ2))− c2ρ d(ϕ − i2 log(1 − r2))] ,√
2h−1eF = − 2
√
1 + 2√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2
[
c1(e
0 ∧ e3 − ρr e1 ∧ e2 − ir e0 ∧ e2 − iρ e1 ∧ e3)
+ c2(ρr e0 ∧ e3 + e1 ∧ e2 − iρ e0 ∧ e2 + ir e1 ∧ e3)
]
, (4.8)
where we have defined the frame fields
e0 =
√
1 + ρ2√
1 − 2ρ2 dt , e
1 = dρ√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + ρ2 ,
e2 =
√
1 − r2√
1 + 2r2 dϕ , e
3 = dr√
1 + 2r2√1 − r2 .
This background looks strange: the  → 0 limit of (4.8) gives the undeformed AdS2 × S2 metric 
supported by a non-trivial complex dilaton and RR flux that explicitly depend on t and ϕ. While t
and ϕ are still isometries of the metric and eF , which enter the classical GS superstring action, 
the dilaton and RR 1-form are only invariant under the combined transformation27
t → t + c , ϕ → ϕ − c . (4.9)
This is different from the expected Bertotti–Robinson type flux supporting AdS2 × S2.
If we instead consider the  → ∞ limit of (4.8), as taken in [33], i.e. first rescaling
t → −1t , ρ → −1ρ , ϕ → −1ϕ , r → −1r , h → h2 , (4.10)
we find the following real supergravity solution
2h−1ds2 = − dt
2
1 − ρ2 +
dρ2
1 − ρ2 +
dϕ2
1 + r2 +
dr2
1 + r2 , e
 = e
0√
1 − ρ2√1 + r2 ,√
2h−1A = 2e−0[c1r dt − c2ρ dϕ] ,√
2h−1eF = − 2√
1 − ρ2√1 + r2
[
c1dt ∧ dr − c2dϕ ∧ dρ
]
. (4.11)
This is precisely the solution of the “mirror” model constructed in [33] and is related to a
dS2 ×H 2 background by T-dualities in t and ϕ, giving an imaginary RR flux as might be expected 
(cf. [32]).
The second limit we will consider is
t → it + i
2
log
[ 1 + ρ2
1 − 2ρ2
]+ i logγ , ξ → 1
2
log
[1 − iρ
1 + iρ
]
,
0 → 0 + log
[−γ 2
4
]
,
27 Formally the dilaton and RR 1-form are invariant under separate shifts in t and ϕ if one is also allowed to shift 0. 
Note also that the linear terms in the dilaton have their origin in the large distance asymptotics of the background 
corresponding to the gWZW model when the metric becomes flat while the dilaton becomes linear, cf. (4.6), (4.7).
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2
log
[ 1 − r2
1 + 2r2
]+ i logγ , ζ → i
2
log
[1 − r
1 + r
]
,
γ → ∞ . (4.12)
The resulting solution of (4.2) is given by
2h−1ds2 = −1 − 
2ρ2
1 + ρ2 dt
2 + dρ
2
(1 − 2ρ2)(1 + ρ2) +
1 + 2r2
1 − r2 dϕ
2
+ dr
2
(1 + 2r2)(1 − r2) ,
e = e0−(t+ϕ)
√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + 2r2√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2 ,√
2h−1A = −2i
√
1 + 2e−0+(t+ϕ)√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + 2r2
× [c1ρ d(t − 12 log(1 − 2ρ22ρ2 ))+ c2r d(ϕ − 12 log(1 + 2r22r2 ))] ,√
2h−1eF = − 2i
√
1 + 2√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + 2r2
× [c1(2ρr e0 ∧ e3 − e1 ∧ e2 − ρ e0 ∧ e2 + r e1 ∧ e3)
+ c2(e0 ∧ e3 + 2ρr e1 ∧ e2 + r e0 ∧ e2 + ρ e1 ∧ e3)
]
, (4.13)
where the frame fields are given by
e0 =
√
1 − 2ρ2√
1 + ρ2 dt , e
1 = dρ√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + ρ2 ,
e2 =
√
1 + 2r2√
1 − r2 dϕ , e
3 = dr√
1 + 2r2√1 − r2 .
There is a formal map between the two solutions (4.8) and (4.13) given by
t → it , ρ → − i
ρ
, ϕ → iϕ , r → i
r
. (4.14)
The metric of (4.13) is the double T-dual (in t and ϕ) of the metric of (4.8). However, this 
T-duality relation does not obviously extend to the full backgrounds as shifts in t and ϕ are not 
isometries of the dilaton and the RR 1-form.28 Again they are only invariant under the combined 
transformation (4.9).
28 It may still be possible to define a generalization of the T-duality rules that will apply in the present situation. The dila-
ton coupling in the string action is given by 
√−hR(2) = −2 ∂2ω (in conformally flat coordinates hαβ = e2ωηαβ ). 
Therefore, if  has a term linear in a target-space direction (which is otherwise isometric, i.e. enters the string action 
only through its derivatives), we can integrate by parts and then perform the T-duality transformation in the usual manner. 
The resulting action will have a term proportional to (∂ω)2 whose role is to cancel the conformal anomaly. As the dilaton 
coupling term is subleading in α′ the T-dual classical superstring action can be found by the usual rules. One can then 
formally read off the corresponding metric, B field and e times the RR fluxes from the resulting action. They need not 
by themselves satisfy the Type IIB supergravity equations of motion as these follow from the vanishing of the one-loop 
Weyl anomaly beta-functions and thus are sensitive to the full dilaton coupling and, in particular, the central charge shift 
mentioned above. The resulting dilaton of the T-dual background may then be determined by solving these equations.
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2h−1ds2 = − dt
2
1 + ρ2 +
dρ2
1 + ρ2 +
dϕ2
1 − r2 +
dr2
1 − r2 , e
 = e
0√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2 ,√
2h−1A = 2ie−0[c1ρ dϕ + c2r dt] ,√
2h−1eF = − 2i√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2
[
c1dϕ ∧ dρ + c2dt ∧ dr
]
. (4.15)
Performing T-dualities in both t and ϕ we recover the standard Bertotti–Robinson solution with 
constant dilaton and homogeneous RR flux:
2h−1ds2 = −(1 + ρ2)dt2 + dρ
2
1 + ρ2 + (1 − r
2)dϕ2 + dr
2
1 − r2 , e
 = e0 ,√
2h−1A = 2e−0[c1ρ dt − c2r dϕ] ,√
2h−1eF = −2[c1dt ∧ dρ − c2dϕ ∧ dr] . (4.16)
This suggests that if the metric and eF of the solution (4.13) can be formally T-dualized for 
 = 0 (e.g. by applying the standard T-duality rules to just these combinations of the background 
fields, see footnote 28) it will give a real “background” for the metric (3.9) (the T-duality in t
will remove the factor of i in F ). It would be interesting to see if this bears any relation to the 
η-deformation (2.2) of the AdS2 × S2 supercoset model. Having a factorized (but not isometric) 
dilaton, this background will be obviously different from the solution constructed in [29]30 and 
its meaning remains to be understood. Finally, given that the standard Bertotti–Robinson solution 
appears (after T-dualities) in the  → 0 limit of (4.13), while the “mirror” model (4.11) of [33]
appears in the  → ∞ limit of (4.8), it would be interesting to see if the map (4.14) between the 
two backgrounds (4.8), (4.13) is related to the “mirror duality” of [33,34].
Finally, let us note that the  → i limit of (4.8) or (4.13) can be taken as in (3.49)31
t = 
x− + x
+


, ϕ = 
x− − x
+


, ρ = tanα ,
r = tanhβ ,  =
√
−1 + s 
2 . (4.17)
29 The apparent divergence of the RR potential turns out to be a total derivative and can therefore be removed by an 
appropriate gauge transformation
√
2h−1A →
√
2h−1A+ d( 2i√1 + 2e−0+(t+ϕ)

√
1 − 2ρ2
√
1 + 2r2
(c1ρ + c2r)
)
= 2i
√
1 + 2e−0+(t+ϕ)√
1 − 2ρ2
√
1 + 2r2
[
c1ρ d
(
ϕ − 1
2
log(1 + 2r2))+ c2r d(t − 12 log(1 − 2ρ2))] .
30 In [29] the independence of the dilaton and RR fields from the isometric directions of the metric was assumed from 
the start.
31 One can also use (3.50)
t = 
x− + x
+


, ϕ = 
x− − x
+


, ρ = cotα , r = cothβ ,  =
√
−1 − s 
2
leading to the same pp-wave type background. This is a consequence of the formal map (4.14) between (4.8) and (4.13).
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 → 0, in both 
cases we find the following pp-wave background
2h−1ds2 = −4dx−dx+ + 1
2
(cos 2α − cosh 2β)(dx+)2 + dα2 + dβ2 ,
e = e0 ,
√
2h−1A = 2e−0[c˜1 cosα sinhβ + c˜2 sinα coshβ]dx+ , (4.18)
where c˜1,2 = ±c1,2. This is the pp-wave background of [13], whose light-cone gauge-fixing 
(x+ = μτ ) yields the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory for AdS2 × S2, equivalent [27] to the N = 2
supersymmetric sine-Gordon model. If we had taken the opposite signs for s in (4.17) we would 
have ended up with the same solution with x+ → ix+. The light-cone gauge-fixing of this model 
gives the Pohlmeyer-reduced theory for H 2 × dS2.
Let us also note that if we set  = i in the solutions (4.8) and (4.13) without the rescaling of 
x± in (4.17) we find a simple string background given by a flat metric with vanishing RR 1-form 
and a dilaton linear in the null direction t + ϕ (the factor of ±i in the dilaton can be removed by 
a simple analytic continuation of t and ϕ).
4.2. Algebraic coordinates
The λ-model solutions (4.3) and (4.6) take remarkably simple forms in the algebraic coordi-
nates introduced in (3.11), (3.12). The solution (4.6) becomes32
2πk−1ds2 = 1
1 − x2 + y2
[−(1 + 2b2)dx2 + dy2
1 + 2b2
]
+ 1
1 − p2 − q2
[
(1 + 2b2)dp2 + dq
2
1 + 2b2
]
,
e = e
0√
1 − x2 + y2√1 − p2 − q2 ,√
2πk−1A = 4i
√
b2(b2 + 1)
1 + 2b2 e
−0[c1p dy + c2x dq] . (4.19)
Note that a formal analytic continuation of this background by setting x = iy′, y = ix′ gives a 
real solution
2πk−1ds2 = 1
1 − x′ 2 + y′ 2
[− dx′ 2
1 + 2b2 + (1 + 2b
2)dy′ 2
]
+ 1
1 − p2 − q2
[
(1 + 2b2)dp2 + dq
2
1 + 2b2
]
,
e = e
0√
1 − x′ 2 + y′ 2√1 − p2 − q2 ,
32 This form of the solution manifestly realizes the observation of [20] that the λ-deformation amounts to rescaling 
the tangent space directions of the gauged WZW model for F/G (here SO(1,2)SO(1,1) × SO(3)SO(2) , given by the point b = 0) 
while leaving the dilaton invariant and with the RR flux depending on the deformation parameter only through an overall 
constant factor.
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2πk−1A = −4
√
b2(b2 + 1)
1 + 2b2 e
−0[c1p dx′ + c2y′ dq] . (4.20)
If instead we formally continue (4.19) to the region for which x2 − y2 > 1, we find (after setting 
e˜0 = ie0 ) a different real background, which represents the solution (4.3), i.e. the original 
solution of [19] corresponding to the metric in the coordinate patch in (3.5).
Using the relations (2.20), (2.21) between the parameters and taking the scaling limit (3.13)
combined with a redefinition of the dilaton e0 → iγ 2e0 the solution (4.19) becomes simply
[ll]2h−1ds2 = 1
y2 − 2x2
(
dx2 + dy2)+ 1
q2 + 2p2
(−dq2 + dp2) ,
e = e
0√
y2 − 2x2√q2 + 2p2 ,√
2h−1A = −2i
√
1 + 2 e−0 (c1p dy + c2x dq) . (4.21)
One can check directly that the supergravity equations of motion (4.2) are indeed satisfied.33
This solution may be interpreted as a deformation of an H 2 × dS2 background (for which an 
imaginary RR flux could be expected, cf. [32]). For  = 0 the dilaton is non-constant but it can 
be eliminated by T-dualities in the x and p directions, which along with sending y → y−1 and 
q → q−1 leaves the metric invariant.
The metric and eF of (4.21) are invariant under separate rescalings of (x, y) and (p, q), 
however, as discussed above the dilaton and RR 1-form are only invariant when these rescalings 
are correlated as (x, y) → ec˜(x, y), (p, q) → e−c˜(p, q), which corresponds to the symmetry 
(4.9) of the backgrounds (4.8), (4.13).
A similar background representing the deformation of AdS2 × S2 may be found using a dif-
ferent real slice of the diagonal coordinates as in (A.8). Setting
y = eiϕ coshv , x = ieiϕ sinhv , r = tanhv ,
q = eit cosα , p = ieit sinα , ρ = tanα , (4.22)
we find that (4.21) then transforms into the background (4.8) found earlier.
5. Poisson–Lie duality interpretation
Apart from the relation between the λ-model and η-model through a scaling limit and analytic 
continuation described in Section 3, which is somewhat unexpected (though partly prompted by 
the natural map between the parameters (2.20)–(2.22)), one may anticipate that the two models 
may be in some sense dual to each other. Indeed, the undeformed limit of the η-model is the 
standard supercoset model, while the undeformed limit of the λ-model is the non-abelian T-dual 
of the latter (cf. (2.10), (2.30)). A natural suggestion is then that the two models may be related 
by the Poisson–Lie (PL) duality of [8,9].
Below we will directly verify this conjecture on the simplest example of the bosonic S2 coset. 
The corresponding metric of the λ-model is in the second line of (3.3) (or, in diagonal form, the 
second line of (3.12)), and its η-model counterpart is in the second line of (3.9). We are going to 
33 To recall, c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants satisfying c2 + c2 = 1, so a symmetric choice is c1 = c2 = 1√ .1 2 2
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first corresponds to the SU(2) subgroup and the second to the Borel subgroup B2 (upper trian-
gular matrices with reals on diagonal). The corresponding metrics are given, e.g., in equations 
(3.18) and (3.19) of [11] with two free parameters a, b and with an overall coefficient T.34
The first metric is
ds21 =
T a
a2 + (b − cos θ)2 (dθ
2 + sin2 θdϕ2) . (5.1)
Setting b = 0 (which is required to get the integrable model we are interested in here) and
T = h
2
, a = −1 , (5.2)
we find that (5.1) becomes precisely the corresponding η-model metric in (3.9) (where r = cos θ ).
The second metric of the PL dual pair is [11]
ds22 =
T a1
2(1 + a1z)
(dz2
ρ2
+ [dρ + (b − 1
a
+ z−
a1
4 ρ
2
1 + a1z
)dz
ρ
]2)
,
a1 ≡ 2a
a2 + (b − 1)2 . (5.3)
Setting b = 0 and doing a field redefinition to put this metric into a diagonal form
z = 1
2
(a + a−1)[(p + q)2 − 1] , ρ = (a + a−1)√p2 − q2 − 1 , (5.4)
we find
ds22 =
T
p2 − q2 − 1
(
adp2 + a−1dq2) . (5.5)
Making further redefinitions
T = k
2iπ
, a = −i(1 + 2b2) , q → iq , (5.6)
we obtain the metric of the λ-deformation of the non-abelian T-dual of S2 in the algebraic coor-
dinates used in (3.11), (3.12), (4.19)
ds2 = k
2π
1
1 − p2 − q2
[
(1 + 2b2)dp2 + dq
2
1 + 2b2
]
. (5.7)
Note that the definitions in (5.2) and (5.6) are related by the map (2.20), (2.21) precisely as 
required by our general discussion in Sections 2.2 and 3.1.
This implies that in the S2 coset case, the η-deformation of [4] is Poisson–Lie dual to an 
analytic continuation of the λ-deformation of [7,5]. A similar relation should then be expected in 
general.
34 We denote the parameters a, b of [9,11] by roman letters.
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Appendix A. Different forms of deformed metrics in SO(3)/SO(2) case
The λ-deformed metric [7] corresponding to the S2 coset (given in the second line of (3.3)) 
can be written, after a simple change of coordinates, z= cos ζ, w = cosϕ sin ζ , in the following 
form (ignoring overall factors)
ds2 = 1
1 − z2
[
dz2 + z
2
1 −w2 dw
2 +m2(wdz+ zdw)2] ,
m2 ≡ 4b2(1 + b2) = −−2 − 1 . (A.1)
The non-abelian T-dual of S2 is found in the limit m → ∞ with z = 1 − 12m2 Z2, w = 1 − 12m2 W 2
giving [9,36] ds2 = Z−2(dW 2 + 14 [d(W 2 +Z2)]2).
Introducing the new coordinates X, Y and P, Q as
eY = z
√
1 +m2w2 , cosX =
√
1 −w2
1 +m2z2 , (A.2)
P = eY cosX = z
√
1 −w2 , Q = eY sinX =
√
1 +m2 zw , P + iQ = eY+iX , (A.3)
we can put (A.1) into the conformally-flat form (cf. (3.12))
ds2 = 1
e−2Y − 11+m2 (1 +m2 cos2 X)
(dX2 + dY 2) (A.4)
= 1
1 − P 2 − 11+m2 Q2
(dP 2 + dQ2) . (A.5)
Here the m = 0 limit corresponds to the SO(3)/SO(2) gauged WZW metric.35
One option to take a limit of this metric is to do an infinite rescaling of P and Q (combined 
with the replacement of m by  as in (A.1)), i.e. to drop the constant 1 in (A.5) (and reverse 
35 The curvature of (A.5) is (setting 1 +m2 = −−2): R = −2 1−2+(1+2)(P 2+2Q2)2 2 2 .1−P + Q
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(3.13), (3.14) that is a deformation of H 2
ds2 = 1
P 2 − 2Q2 (dP
2 + dQ2) . (A.6)
Alternatively, we may consider the first form of the metric (A.4) and set P + iQ = exp(Y + iX) =
γ exp(iU − V )
Y = lnγ + iU , X = iV , i.e.
P = γ eiU coshV , Q = iγ eiU sinhV , γ → ∞ , (A.7)
i.e. use a different real slice where U, V are real while P, Q are not. Then the e−2Y term in (A.4)
drops out and we find
ds2 = 1
cosh2 V + 2 sinh2 V (dU
2 + dV 2) . (A.8)
This is, indeed, the metric of the η-deformed S2 space,36 i.e. it is equivalent to the second line of 
(3.9) (ϕ = U, r = tanhV ) [25,4,13].
A similar discussion can be repeated for the AdS2 coset part of (3.3), obtaining the first line 
of (3.9) in the limit.
Appendix B. An alternative dilaton for the deformed models: AdS2 × S2
The dilaton discussed in Section 4 (see (4.3), (4.6)) is the one assumed as a starting point for 
constructing supergravity solutions for the λ-model in [19,20] and originates from integrating 
out the gauge field A± (see [23] and references there) in the bosonic truncation (2.29) of (2.6), 
i.e.
e2 = 1
det
[
(Adf −1 − (λ−2 − 1)Pλ)|fˆ0⊕fˆ2
] , (B.1)
where the operator under the determinant is restricted to act on the bosonic subalgebra of the 
superalgebra fˆ and f is taken to be a bosonic coset representative.
For the λ-model associated with AdS2 × S2 this gives the dilaton in (4.3) for the coset repre-
sentative (3.4). For the coset representative (3.2) we find the dilaton in (4.6), i.e.
e = e
0
sin t sinϕ
. (B.2)
In [6] an alternative expression for the dilaton was proposed, which is given by the superde-
terminant arising from integrating out the complete gauge field in (2.6)
e2 = 1
sdet
[
(Adf −1 − (λ−2 − 1)Pλ)
∣∣
fˆ
] , (B.3)
where now the operator under the superdeterminant acts on the full superalgebra fˆ. As we are 
interested in the bosonic supergravity background, the group field f may still be taken to be a 
36 The sphere metric may be written as 12 (dV 2 + dU2) = dα2 + cos2 α dU2, tan α = tanh V .cosh V 2 2
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can be written as
e2 =
det
[
(Adf −1 − (λ−2 − 1)Pλ)
∣∣
fˆ1⊕fˆ3
]
det
[
(Adf −1 − (λ−2 − 1)Pλ)
∣∣
fˆ0⊕fˆ2
] . (B.4)
The denominator factor of (B.4) is identical to (B.1) and therefore for the λ-model associated 
with AdS2 × S2 its contribution to the dilaton (for the coset representative (3.2)) is again given 
by (B.2).
To compute the contribution of the fermionic numerator factor we need to consider the full 
superalgebra in (2.1), (2.6) and not just its bosonic truncation. Starting with the superalgebra 
psu(1, 1|2),37 which has the bosonic subalgebra so(1, 2) ⊕ so(3) required for the AdS2 ×S2 case 
(the bosonic gauge group in (2.1) remains unchanged), we find the contribution of the numerator 
of (B.4) to e to be
(1 + λ4 + 2λ2 cosh 2ξ) cos2 t + (1 + λ4 + 2λ2 cos 2ζ ) cos2 ϕ − (1 − λ2)2
− 4λ(1 + λ2) cos t cosϕ cosh ξ cos ζ . (B.5)
Combining this expression with (B.2) we arrive at the following (alternative to (B.2)) proposal 
for the dilaton
e = e
0
sin t sinϕ
[
(1 + λ4 + 2λ2 cosh 2ξ) cos2 t + (1 + λ4 + 2λ2 cos 2ζ ) cos2 ϕ
− (1 − λ2)2 − 4λ(1 + λ2) cos t cosϕ cosh ξ cos ζ
]
. (B.6)
One can indeed check that together with the metric of (4.6) this solves the dilaton equation, i.e. 
the first equation of (4.2) as well as the trace of the Einstein equation (the second equation of 
(4.2)).
The remaining equations involving RR flux are no longer satisfied, i.e. the RR background 
needs to be modified. How this should be done is not clear, but it is worth noting that as the trace 
of the Einstein equation in (4.2) is still satisfied, the simplest consistent ansatz is for only a single 
RR 1-form potential to be non-zero.38
Let us note that in the algebraic coordinates (3.11), (3.12) the dilaton (B.6) is given by
e = 2e0 (1 + λ
2)2(x2 + p2)− 4λ(1 + λ2)xp − (1 − λ2)2(1 − y2 + q2)√
1 − p2 − q2√1 − x2 + y2 . (B.7)
Here the denominator is the contribution from the bosonic sector (B.1), i.e. the dilaton considered 
earlier in (4.19). Again one can check that together with the metric of (4.19) this expression (B.7)
solves the dilaton equation and the trace of the Einstein equation.
Now let us take the two special limits (4.7) and (4.12) of the new dilaton (B.6) (note that here 
we will no longer need the infinite shift of the constant part of the dilaton). This leads to
e = e0
√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2 cos(t − ϕ)+ i√1 + 2ρr√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + 2r2 (B.8)
37 We use the matrix representation of psu(1, 1|2) given in Appendix C of [13].
38 One can try some simple ansatzes, such as using the same RR 1-form as in (4.6), or, alternatively, demanding that 
eF is unchanged, but neither of these proposals work.
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e = e0
√
1 − 2ρ2√1 + 2r2 cosh[(t − ϕ)] + i√1 + 2ρr√
1 + ρ2√1 − r2 (B.9)
for the limit (4.12), relating to the metric in (4.13). In the  → ∞ limit of (B.8) (using (4.10)) 
we recover the dilaton of the “mirror” model (4.11), while taking the  → 0 limit of (B.9) we 
recover the T-dual of the dilaton of the background (4.15). Furthermore, we can recover the 
dilatons of (4.8) and (4.13) from (B.8) and (B.9) respectively (up to trivial signs) via an additional 
infinite constant shift of t −ϕ (along with compensating shifts of the constant part of the dilaton). 
Equivalently, the expressions in (4.8) and (4.13) can be found directly from (B.6) by decorrelating 
the limits in the AdS2 and S2 λ-models, i.e. using two separate parameters γ for t and ϕ in (4.7)
or (4.12).
For  = i, when the metrics of (4.8) and (4.13) become flat, any “null” dilaton e = F(t ±ϕ)
solves the dilaton equation and the trace of the Einstein equation in (4.2). Indeed, for  = i the 
dilatons (B.8), (B.9) take this form. Further, if we take  = i without rescaling the coordinates, 
so that the metric is Ricci flat, then asking that the RR fluxes vanish implies that e is also a 
linear function of t ± ϕ.
Let us note that the dilatons (B.8), (B.9) are complex, so their interpretation as part of super-
gravity solutions is unclear. Also, with the dilatons (B.8), (B.9) having non-trivial (non-linear) 
dependence on t and ϕ the resulting background would be truly non-isometric (with no chance of 
simplifying T-duality transform). This suggests that to recover the η-model from the λ-model we 
should indeed consider the decorrelated limit of (B.6) (with two separate infinite γ parameters), 
leading again to the solutions (4.8) and (4.13), for which the dilatons are linear in t ± ϕ.
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